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       Madison Police Department Victor Wahl, Acting Chief of Police City-County Building 211 S. Carroll St. Madison, WI 53703 Phone: {608) 266-4022 I Fax: (608) 266-4855 madisonpolice.com September 22, 2020 Chali Pittman chali@wortfm.org Chali, In July I denied a public records request for medical records of officers injured during protests. You have challenged to me that decision and laid out in a second request dated 7.7.2020 for injury information that does not include medical records. In response to that second request and you informal challenge I am releasing to you 181 pages of the event report that covers officer reports from at least the first three days of protests and civil unrest in Madison. MPD 20-191374 is an open and active case for the MPD as officers continue to place reports into the event case report. However, rather than deny your request, I pulled the reports and have redacted for release. From MPD 20-1913741 have redacted personally identifiable information of contacts listed in the report. I have redacted juvenile records as required in the law. Also I have redacted medical information. If you have questions please reach out to me directly via email at jlaundrie@cityofmadison.com With this reply your informal challenge and second request with me are closed. Under the Wisconsin Public Records Laws, records custodians must carefully weigh the competing public interests involved when deciding to release any record in their possession. Custodians begin with a presumption . of complete public access to such records. However, custodians must consider whether inspection of the record could result in harm to the public interest that would outweigh the benefits of such inspection. When such harm substantially outweighs the benefits of public inspection, such records or portions thereof, must remain confidential. I have redacted information in this report due to the fact that it contains confidential juvenile material. Wis. Stats. 48.396 and 938.396 relating to peace officers records of juveniles prohibit the release of such records except in certain circumstances. I have redacted portions of these records that relate to a medical diagnosis and drug information. Multiple state and federal statutes protect the sensitive nature of medical information by declaring such records confidential. These statutes require the Madison Fire Department to keep such protected health information confidential. I interpret the Madison Police Department to have a likewise obligation. Therefore, I have redacted the details/description relating to any medical conditions and treatment. I have redacted personally identifiable information composed of birth dates, home addresses and private telephone numbers relating to cooperating contacts. Release of this information would facilitate identity theft crime and thus would be contrary to the well-established public interests in crime prevention and reduction (19.36(13) Wis. Stats.). Additionally, releasing this information would be contrary to the public interests in crime detection and crime fighting in that witnesses may be reluctant to report what they know to the police if they have the fear that this personal and sensitive information is subject to release upon a public records request. 9/22/2020-Letterhead-Police-JAL2,docx September 22, 2020 Page 2 I have reached the above conclusions after weighing the reasons for nondisclosure against the public interest in disclosure and taking into consideration laws which either require or prohibit the release of certain records or information. For the reason(s) set forth above, I have concluded that the public interest in nondisclosure of the redacted information outweighs the public interest in disclosure. Pursuant to Sec. 19.35(4)(b) Wis. Stats., I advise you that this determination not to disclose the information described above is subject to review by Mandamus under Sec. 19.37(1) Wis. Stats., or upon application to the Wisconsin Attorney General or the Dane County District Attorney. I have consulted with the City Attorney regarding the denial of access for a portion of this record per 3. 70(6) MGO. Sincerely, ·J, lie A: aundrie adison Police Department Records Custodian 9/22/2020-Letterhead-Police-JAL2.docx Madison P,ol\ce Department Olilclal Case Report '! Case Report .Do Not Re~Release Summary Print Date/Time: 06/23/2020 08:18 *MADISON POLICE DEPARTMENT Login ID: pdktg ORI Number: WI0130100 Case Number: 2020-00191347 Case Case Number: 2020-00191347 Incident Type: Special Event Location: STATE ST I N .FAIRCHILD ST Occurred From: 05/29/2020 11 :15 Madison, WI 53703 Occurred Thru: 05/31/2020 03:oo Reporting Officer ID: 5690 - LA PORTA Disposition: Arrest Disposltlort Date: 05/29/2020 Reported Date: 05/29/2020 11 :15 Friday Offenses No. Group/ORI Crim~ Code Statute Description Counts 1 State 902 946.41 (1) RESISTING/OBSTRUCTING AN OFFICER 1 2 State 290 943.01(1) DAMAGE PROPERTY 2 3 WI0130100 902 5.06(2) RESIST-OBSTRUCT 1 4 WI0130100 90B 3.20(7) CURFEW VIOLATION 1 5 State 902 973.10(1) PROBATION VIOLATION 1 6 State 13C 940.203(2) BATTERY OR THREAT TO JUDGE, PROSECUTOR 1 OR LAW ENFORCEMENT 7 State 520 941.29(1m)(a) POSSESSION OF FIREARM BY FELON 8 WI0130100 23D 23.58 THEFT FROM BUILDING 9 WI0130100 290 23.06(5) GRAFFITI 10 WI0130100 90J 23.07(1) UNLAWFUL TRESPASS (BREACH OF PEACE) Subjects Type No.Name Address Phone Race Sex Contact 1 MULROONEY, KELLI A White Female Protective Custody aliliiilr White Male Madison, WI 53704 27 Suspect BRENT, MYLES J Black Male Madison, WI 5371 I 18 Suspect 2 FOSTER, SR' 1 Madison, WI 53703 nknown Male 22 Suspect 3 OCONNELL, DANIEL J White Male Suspect 4 QUADE, KYLE CHARLES a.dlson, WI 'W°i Wi'Jlte Male . Edpertrr: WI 53534 28 Suspect 5 Vl/hlle Male Suspect 6 STALLMAN, MADDISON LACY L Mc Farland! ii iiiii d White Female b6 ?adlson, WI 5370L 23 Suspect 7 GLAVAN, ANN ELIZABETH fWhlte Female t!F 26 Suspect 8 JACKSON,DEN2EHLA MH'IW WI 53705 Black Male Madison. WI 53718 r Suspect 9 LAWAL, AYINDE S lack Male L21 Madison, WI 53713 19 ...- Suspect 10 2020-00191347, UNKNOWN Unknown Male Suspect 11 BODNAR, TIMOTHY NATHAN White Male . Madison, WI 53703 32 Page: 1 of 181 Madison Police Departm'ent Official Case Report Case Report D.o Not Re~Releas,e Summary Print Date/Time: 06/23/2020 08:18 *MADISON POLICE DEPARTMENT Login ID: pdktg ORI Number: WI0,130100 • Case Number: 2020-00191347 Suspect 12 HOFFHEIN, ASHTON C White Male De Forest, WI 53532 "' 19 Suspect Suspect 13 FLORES, SIRENA A 14 HAUTALA, MAX LEE d ,: Madison, WI 63 03 j Black White Femi•,..... Male 22 • D Madison, WI 53703 29 Suspect 15 LOVELESS, l(EANU Black Male MELCHIZEDEK Madison, WI 63718 18 Suspect 16 KISIOLEK, JACOB M J ii Hill I 21 \Nhlte Male Madison, WI 53703 24 Suspect 17 CROCKETT, ALBERT LEE ck Male Madison, WI 53714 23 Suspect 18 TYSON, ROSHONDA N lack Female Madison, WI 5370i 39 Suspect 19 GUCKES, ANDREW N J I \Nhite Male Madison, WI 53703 22· Suspect 20 TSCHOSIK, LUKE ALAN vv'hlte Male Madison, WI 53704 27 Suspect 21 HALLMARK, NICHOLAS DANIEL lte Male Oregon, WI 53576 24 suspect 22 ROTH, CALEB K lack Male Madison, WI 53714 24 Suspect 23 SEAY-MORALES, RODERICK Vhlte ad Ji I , Male MAJIK Madison, WI 63704 31 Suspect 24 KERSTIENS, THOMAS D JASPER, IN 47546 d While Male L mm: Suspect 26 YOUNG, DAVID JOSEPH LUIS Madison, WI 63704 \Nhlte Male · & 18 a. Suspect 26 SAMUELSEN, KATELYNN \lhlte Femal~ RENEE. Madison, WI 53703 21 Suspect 27 SANTOR, GABRIELLE HART \Nhite Female Madison, WI 63703 20 Suspect 28 MCADORY, KEEGAN COLE Janesville 53548 Unknown Male 17 ar Victim SOCIETY Victim 2 CITY OF MADISON 200 N 1ST ST (608)255-2345 MADISON, WI 53704 Victim 3 KALKA, KRAIG M 211 S CARROLL ST Madison, WI 53703 (608)266-4022 White Male ~ Arrests Page: 2 of 181 Madison Police Department Official Case Report Case Report Do Not Re-Release Summary Print Date/Time: 06/23/2020 08:18 *MADISON POLICE DEPARTMENT Login ID: pdktg ORI Number: Wi0130100 Case Number: 2020-00191347 Arrest No. Name Address Date/Time Type Age 10719 J 06/03/.2020 00:00 Summoned/Cited 16 10744J MCADORY, KEEGAN COLE 06/02/2020 00:00 Summoned/Cited 17 164965 A BRENT, MYLES J 05/30/2020 00:00 On-View Arrest 18 164966 A FOSTER, SR 05/31/2020 00:00 On-View Arrest 22 164968 A QUADE, KYLE CHARLES 05/31/2020 00:00 On-View Arrest 28 164969 A OCONNELL, DANIEL J 06/01/2020 00:00 On-View Arrest 19 164971 A STALLMAN, MADDISON 06/03/2020 00:00 Summoned/Cited 23 LACY 164972 A GLAVAN, ANN ELIZABETH 06/03/2020 00:00 Summoned/Cited 26 164973A JACKSON,DENZEHLA 06/02/2020 00:00 Summoned/Cited 21 164974A LAWAL, AYINDE S 06/02/2020 00:00 Summoned/Cited 19 165050 A BODNAR, TIMOTHY 06/01/2020 00:00 On-View Arrest 32 NATHAN 165077 A HOFFHEIN, ASHTON C 06/02/2020 00:00 Summoned/Qited 19 165176 A HAUTALA, MAX LEE 06/01/2020 00:00 On-View Arrest 29 165210 A LOVELESS, KEANU 05/31/2020 00:00 Summoned/Cited 18 MELCHIZEDEK 165211 A KISIOLEK, JACOB M 05/31/2020 00:00 Summoned/Cited 24 165212 A CROCKETT, ALBERT LEE 06/01/2020 00:00 Summoned/Cited 23 165213A TYSON, ROSHONDA N 06/01/2020 00:00 Summoned/Cited 39 165214 A GUCKES, ANDREW N 06/01/2020 00:00 Summoned/Cited 22 165215 A TSCHOSIK, LUKE ALAN 06/02/2020 00:00 Summoned/Cited 27 165232A HALLMARK, NICHOLAS 06/02/2020 00:00 Summoned/Cited 24 DANIEL 165233A ROTH, CALEB K 06/02/2020 00:00 Summoned/Cited 24 165234A SEAY-MORALES, 06/02/2020 00:00 Summoned/Cited 31 RODERICK MAJIK 165235A KERSTIENS, THOMAS D 06/02/2020 00:00 Summoned/Cited 19 165236A YOUNG, DAVID JOSEPH 06/02/2020 00:00 Summoned/Cited 18 LUIS 165237 A SAMUELSEN,KATELYNN 06/02/2020 00:00 Summoned/Cited 21 RENEE 165238A SANTOR, GABRIELLE HART 06/02/2020 00:00 Summoned/Cited 20 165253 A FLORES, SIRENA A 05/30/2020 00:00 Summoned/Cited 22 Property Date- Code Type Make Model Description Tag No. Item No. 06/17/2020 Stolen Merchandise Merchandise 06/09/2020 Found Property Cell Phone-PDA- 1 found cell phone 456877 !Phone 06/02/2020 Evidence Other earbuds stolen/recovered from walgreens 456605 1 06/02/2020 .Evidence Household Goods Wooden stick/baton 456606 1 06/02/2020 Safekeeping Tools Silver James Pocketknife A56567 1 Owner: Jeremee V Bolm: A 05/31/2020 Safekeeping Clothes/Furs/Ace Blue colored Under Armou"i'back sack, 456441 essorles containing sweatshirt; camera, vape materials, misc. other personal belongings. 05/31/2020 Evidence .Heavy task hammer with metal head 456479 ConsUlndustrlal Equip 05/31/2020 Safekeeping Clothes/Furs/Ace blue and black backpack 456478 essorles 06/01/2020 Destroy Drug/Narcotic 1 mi pipe and one container labled la pac 456497 Equipment b~s. . 05/30/2020 Damaged Vehicle Damage to squad with windows broke, Parts/Accessories mirrors damaged, tire flat, paint on It . Page:·3 of 181 ' Madison. P,oll_cn Department Official Case Report Case Report Do Not Re-Release Summary Print Date/Time: 06/23/2020 08:18 *MADISON POLICE DEPARTMENT Login ID: pdktg ORI Number: WI0130100 Case Number: 2020-00191347 Vehicles No. Role Vehicle Type Year Make Model Color License Plate State 1 Suspect Vehicle General Vehicle 2003 Buick CENTURY Silver AES9777 WI Routing: D Animal Control D Building Inspection D Commitment D OCHS D Death Investigation □ Fire Investigation □ Non-Disclosure D Outside LE Agency D Other □ Traffic Engineering Page: 4 of 181 Case Number: 2020-00191347. ORI: Wl0130100. Page: 5 of 181 PO CLENNON/ORIG~ ARREST/TRANSPORT OF O'CONNELL MADISON POLICE DEPARTMENT CASU 2020-00191347 CASE REPORT RfPORTEO DATE/lt<E OCCUulfD l'IOOf1fr TYJ>E LOCATIONOFOCCUlRENcf. 06/01/2020 01:01 Disturbance OCC\JrJ® FROM DATM?IE OCC\JRiia) 1!iRU DATEIT~'E STATE ST ::! GILMAN ST ~ 06/01/2020 01:01 - 06/01/2020 01 :01 w 0 RfPORTtl:l OFF!CER STEVEN CLENNON ROUTING: Self, Sgt. Straka Initial Dispatch On 6/1/2020 at 1:01AM, I was assigned as a traffic control/arrest transport officer assisting our SET team during a protest. On the above date and time, I was wearing full MPD military style uniform and I was part'nered with Officer E. Miller from the Fitchburg Police Department. We were operating a fully marked city of Fitchburg_ squad car at this time. At the time stated above, Officer Miller and I were following the SET team as they were walking down State St., clearing people from the State St. corridor. At this time multiple announcements had been made that everyone on State St. was in violation of the city of Madison curfew order and that they would be subject to arrest if they did not comply with our orders to vacate State St. Contact with Daniel J. O'Connell After these orders to vacate State St. or be subject to arrest were given, O'Connell did not vacate State St. As SET team members approached O'Connell, they placed him under arrest and he was handcuffed and l was given instructions to transport him to the CCB and make him post on a resisUobstruct charge. At this time, Officer Miller and I placed O'Connell into the back of Officer Miller's squad car and transported him to the Public Safety Building. Onqe at the PSB, custody of O'Connell was transferred over to the Dane County intake deputies. At the Public Safety Building, the appropriate paperwork being a probable cause affidavit, a booking sheet, and a municipal citation, were all filled out for O'Connell. I placed O'Connell's copy of his citation with his property and explained to him the court date and time as well as the offense and the cost of the citation he was receiving. · NFA PO Clennon 5771 res 1 OF 1 MAPD Case 2020·00191347 Page 1 OF 1 Case Number: 2020-00191347. ORI: WI0130100. Page: 6 of 181 DET NAYLOR - DAMAGED DETECTIVE SQUAD 618 MADISON POLICE DEPARTMENT CASf.lS 2020-00191347 CASE REPORT SUPPLEMENT REPORT CONTENTS Damaged Detective Squad 618 NARRATIVE On 05/30/2020, while working weekend Detective duty at the City County Building, I became aware that my department-issued squad car number 618 had been damaged by individuals attending the protest. The squad was parked, un_occupied, facing EB on the right side of W. Doty St. at the intersection of MLK Blvd 1n the City of Madison, County of Dane, WI. I observed the front windshield and driver's side window were shattered and there was a sandbag placed in the middle of the front windshield. The passenger side rearview mirror was ripped off and dangling by a cord and the left front tire was flat. The driver's side door · was dented and there were obvious footprints all over the squad. I also observed what appeared to be white paint along the passenger side of the squad. I secured the squad in the CCB basement. At the writing of this report, it is unknown who damaged the squad, however there will be city camera video footage available for further review. INVESTIGATION ONGOING Det. A. Naylor 4961 1 OF 1 MAPD Case Supp 2020-00191347 Page 1 OF 1 Case Number: 2020-00191347. ORI: WI0130100. Page: 7 of 181 PO PFEIL - ACTIONS IN STATE STREET AREA MADISON POLICE DEPARTMENT CASEO 2020-00191347 CASE REPORT SUPPLEMENT REPOJITTIO OFFICER R!FORTOAlE , ALEXANDER PFEIL 06/01/2020 ROUTING: SGT TIEU / SELF OFFICER NARRATIVE: Officer Information On 5/30/2020, I was dressed in full Madison. Police style uniform and operating in my official capacity as a Madison Police officer. I am a grenadier on the Special Events Team. At approximately 4:30 p.m., I was deployed in the 200 block of State St in full hard-gear uniform consistent with my grenadier position. The reason I was deployed in full hard-gear uniform in my grenadier position was that at this point I had received information from the command post "1nd from my immediate superiors that there were individuals who had broken into Goodman's Jewelers and were looting the store. Prior to this point, a group of protesters had become destructive in the area of the City-County Building and moved onto State St. Capt. Ackeret gave an order over the radio for officers to don hard gear. I then loaded into a van with multiple other SET officers in hard gear under the direction of Sgt Doberstein. At this point, I was shuttled directly to the 200 block of State St. Once in the 200 block, Capt. Ackeret gave the order for the dispersal of the crowd. I did hear orders being given for the crowd to disperse and the gathering was an unlawful assembly. I did receive command approval to utilize my protective jet · As the crowd was not dispersing, the crowd began to form a line. It was not long after this that I began to take projectiles, to include rocks. The order was given for the crowd to disperse and the crowd did not move. I then utilized my protective jet in order to disperse the crowd. The crowd continued down from the 200 block of State St, moving westbound on State St, but not dispersing. The line would move and the crowd would reform further westbound and confront the group of SET officers. When this would occur, and the SET officers' line would give the order to move and disperse, the crowd would not disperse. I then needed to utilize the protective jet in order for the crowd to be moved. While this was occurring, I was still taking multiple projectiles. This began at approximately 4:30 p.m. Upon reaching the bottom of State St, the order was given for smoke to be deployed. I then utilized a red smoke grenade. All grenades were thrown in an underhand manner consistent with my training and experience as a grenadier. All protective jet deployments were consistent with my training and experience. A short time later, I then utilized a white smoke grenade in the 600 block of State St. These smoke canisters were initially successful In dispersing some of the crowd, but a short time later the crowd reformed. The order was then given to move back up State St towards the 100 block. While moving up to the 100 block, there were multiple times that a crowd would confront myself and other officers. Upon reaching the 100 block of State St, there was a large crowd forming in the area of State St, Carroll St, and Mifflin St. These individuals in the crowd were now beginning to throw projectiles at officers as well as move barricades Into the roadway and throw both milk jugs filled with liquid and water bottles filled with various liquids at officers. Command approval was given over the radio to utilize CS gas. I now utilized CS gas grenades based on my training and experience as a grenadier. I utilized both the speed heat and triple-style grenades. A short time after this, there was a medical emergency called over the air in Peace Park in the 400 block of State St. I was now moving towards that direction In a line. Upon reaching that area, there was a large crowd formed that was now becoming confrontation~! and beginning to approach our line and throw objects at of(icers. Upon reaching Peace Park; there was no medical emergency to be found, and the decision was made to retreat. As officers began to retreat, the crowd advanced on officers at a rapid pace and were continuing to lob projectiles at myself and other officers. I then additionally utilized more CS gas grenades to disperse that 1 QF 2 MAPD Caso Supp 2020-00191347 Pago 1 OF 2 Case Number: 2020-00191347. ORI: WI0130100. Page: Bof181 MADISON POLICE DEPARTMENT CAm 2020-00191347 CASE REPORT SUPPLEMENT REl'ORTJIG OFFICER REPORT DATE ALEXANDER PFEIL 06/01/2020 crowd. Eventually, I made my way back with the group to the 100 block of State St. The order was given to move into the 200 block of State St and protective jets and CS gas grenades were utilized to accomplish this. Once at the area that divides the 100 block from the 200 block, the order was given to hold a line in that area. We were halted in this area for a prolonged period of time and at various times people from the crowd would aggress towards the line. At this point, I was getting struck with rocks, glass bottles, and various other projectiles. Throughout this time, protective jets were needed in order to push back surges from the crowd as they would aggress towards the line. At one point, an individual threw a chair at officers. At another point, an individual threw an adult human-sized mannequin at officers. At one point while on this line, I was struck in the head with either a large, glass liquor bottle or a moderate-sized glass vase. This did cause minor scratches and lacerations to my right bicep area. Eventually the order was given to push through the intersection and into the 200 block. I then had to utilize additional CS gas grenades and protective jet sprays in order to push the crowd back so the line could advance. After this, I, for a short period of time, did utilize an MK60 OC jet. The MK60, after the first time I attempted to deploy it, was ineffective and would not propel any distance. I did attempt to deploy it at one protester who was advancing towards officers with clenches fists, stating he was going to come towards the line. I did not successfully deploy the MK60. I then received a resupply and returned to a protective jet. At this point, officers were eventually ordered to move down State St towards the 700 block. At various times, Dispatch would call out possible fires as well as looting in the 600, 500, 400, and 300 blocks. At one point, I did see a Madison Police squad car on fire. I did observe the squad car then being driven approximately one block from the intersection of Gorham and State St towards Gorham and Broom St. The squad was then fully engulfed in flames. I could then hear the squad car exploding and it sounded as though additional ammunition in the squad car was also exploding. It was around that time the order to move down State St and disperse the crowd was given. I utilized cs gas grenades and the protective jet. Throughout this time, officers were continuing to see projectiles in the form of rocks, glass bottles, metal objects, and various full-size water bottles filled with water as well as gallon-sized jugs filled with milk and water. I did additionally hear that other officers received projectiles in the form of gallon-sized jugs filled with human feces. Eventually, the line was able to successfully make it to the 700 block of State St and move the crowd and disperse a large portion of the crowd. There were still approximately 30 protesters engaging with police officers, but at this point they were remaining far enough away that I did not half to utilize a protective jet while standing by in thE? 600 block of State St at Lake St. It was now approximately 12:30 a.m. I was then advised by command that I was to be relieved and return to my district via a squad car. During the time between approximately 4:30 p.m. and approximately 12:30 a.m., I deployed approximately 15-18 CS gas grenades, with those being a mixture of speed heat and triple CS. I deployed two smoke grenades. I deployed approximately five protective jets in full. · This report was completed on 6/1/2020. NFA/cmb PO A PFEIL 5046 2 OF 2 MAPD Case Supp 2020-00191347 Page 2 OF 2 Case Number: 2020-00191347. ORI: WI0130100. Page: 9 of 181 PO PRATT ACTIONS AT PROTESTS M MADISON POLICE DEPARTMENT CASE REPORT SUPPLEMENT !lEPORTIIO OFFK'.ER CHARLES PRATT 05/30/2020 ROUTING: Sgt. Tieu Initial Information On 5/30/2020, I was working in my official capacity as a police officer for the Madison Police Department as a member of the Special Events Team. I was working a protest. I began working the protest at approximately 11AM and began by monitoring the protest and standing by in the area of State St. and Mifflin St. The prote~t then began to move around the square and eventually southbound on MLK. At this point, I continued to monitor the protest at the direction of the Command Post and my squad leader by paralleling the protest as it marched down Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd., eventually heading westbound on Wilson St. and then again northbound on Carroll St. I then stood by at the intersection· of Carroll St. and Main St. with the crowd. The crowd then took a right on Main St. and eventually began marching eastbound on E Washington Ave., at which point I continued wjth my squad, paralleling it on Main St. I then continued remaining in the area of the crowd until it stopped in the Williamson St. neighborhood. We then were eventually relieved by another SET platoon and we turned fo the City _County Building. Disturbance at E Washington Ave. and Pinckney St. While standing by in the Community Room of the City County Building, I heard over the radio officers calling for assistance at the intersection of Pinckney St. and E Washington Ave: as protestors had surrounded a state patrol vehicle. At this time, my platoon immediately responded out to the area to assist the officers in extracting the vehicle. Upon our arrival, the vehicle was able to be extracted and we began returning to the City County Building. At this time, a group of protestors began following us to the City County Building. Upon returning to the safety of the City County Building, the protesters began slamming against the door of the building. I had · heard over the radio that the protesters were beginning to damage a squad car that was parked on the Doty St. side of the City County Building. Actions during State St. Protest As I heard over the radio that protestors were beginning to _damage businesses on State St.,we were then ordered to report to the Fairchild St. ramp to don our hard gear and prepare to come across the protesters on State St. I then responded with my platoon to the ramp. Upon walking to the ramp, westbound on Wilson St., two protesters did aggressively confront us. We, however, continued to the Fairchild St. parking ramp without incident. Upon donning our gear, I then loaded with the rest of my platoon into a van and responded to the intersection of Fairchild St. and State St. We then formed a line and began to move down State St. Upon approaching Goodman Jewelers, a group of protestors then formed a line. Announcements were then made that this was an unlawful assembly. The protestors however did not disperse and we began to again move forward. While moving down State St., I did confront approximately 3-5 protestors, which I had to push using my wood baton. I did this using the center of my wood baton In both hands and p·ushed forward, usually making contact with the subjects' upper body area. At one point, when I got to one subject who had been pepper sprayed, he stated that he could not see and did not know where to go. I then pointed him in the direction opposite of the line, told him to continue to walk forward, which he did. Upon entering the 700 block of State St., the crowd in front of us dispersed, however, a large crowd had then formed behind us. At this point, I was instructed to again form a line and push back up State St. I then did this and again had to push approximately 3-5 individuals forward as the line came up to them and they did not 1 OF 2 MAPO case 9upp 2020--00191347 Paga 1 OF 2 Case Number: 2020-00191347. ORI: WI0130100. Page: 10 of 181 MADISON POLICE DEPARTMENT CAS~ 2020-00191347 CASE REPORT SUPPLEMENT Rf PORTIIO OFFJCfR RfPORTOAlc CHARLES PRATT 05/30/2020 move back; then, again, contact was made with my wood baton in the upper body area of these subjects. Upon reaching the top of State St., we then stopped our adva~ce and maintained our position there. I then maintained my position there for a number of hours. Eventually, a group of protestors began to get closer and closer to the line. At one point there was a white female who was inches away from me. The female continue to abuse and insult me, calling me a racist, as well as a·number of other derogatory terms. The female also continued to hold up a sign directly in front of my face that stated something in the form of a question about cops being murderers. This sign was on a fluorescent yellow sheet of paper. I continued to avoid speaking with the individual as it appeared only that she wanted to aggravate me. At one point this individual asked if she could write on my helmet shield. I stated, no, and shook my head that she could not. She continued to hold up a pen inches away from the shield over my face. I did at one point use my hand to push her hand down. This situation continue for approximately 30 minutes - 1 hour. Eventually, we were again instructed to move the crowd back. I then moved. forward and when the same female who was dressed in a purple shirt and carrying a shoulder bag with a number of different colored poster boards/signs in it, when I approached this female and she did not move back, I had to push her back with my baton. In order to avoid pushing her in the chest area, I moved my baton down to her stomach area and pushed her back there. I then maintained my position in the line until I was relieved. After a break, I then returned to the top of State St., where I maintained my position in a line, again receiving verbal abuse from a variety of subjects until my platoon was relieved by another unit and we were allowed to end our deployment. NFA PO Pratt 5573 res 2 OF 2 MAPO Case Supp 2020-00191347 Page 2 OF 2 Case Number: 2020-00191347. ORI: WI0130100. Page: 11 of 181 PO TEMP~ETON, S - ARREST 0 - MADISON POLICE DEPARTMENT CASE# 2020-00191347 CASE REPORT SUPPLEMENT REPORlllO Dff~ER SCOTT TEMPLETON On 6/2/20 I was working as 1361 ECPT assigned to Strike Team 1 for the downtown protests. Strike Team 1 was dispatched for the report of an entry to a business at 636 State St where a female dressed in a yellow hooded sweatshirt was seen stealing merchandise and utting it in her backpack. We were guided in to the current location of the suspect, later ID 'd RS 1 a.s she walked toward Johnson St on State St, and then walked eastbound on Johnson Si and westbound on Henry St. I exited my squad and made contact witl~eside a vehicle. I tn!J~he was under arrest, but she did not ask why, and never asked why she was under arrest throughout my contact with her. I place JI T handcuffs and found that her wrists were so small that the cuffs closed all the way and still provided proper fit. I was then directed by Sgt Richardson to transpor.-i,o the EPD processing center, where she was turned over to the processing team. PO Thai Xiong recovered merchandise still on hangers that was taken from the store. NFA PO Scott Templeton, 2942 rap 1 OF 1 MAPD Case supp2020-00191347 Paga 1 OF 1 Case Number: 2020-00191347. ORI: WI0130100. Page: 12 of 181 DET LEVETT - ACTIONS ON STATE STREET CORRIDOR MADISON POLICE DEPARTMENT CASE# 2020-00191347 CASE REPORT SUPPLEMENT REl'ORTDATE. 05/31/2020 INITIAL INFORMATION On May 30, 2020 into May 31, 2020, I was acting in my official capacity as a City of Madison detective. During this time, beginning on May 29, 2020, there were protests, riots, burglaries, arsons, batteries and other incidents on-going in the City of Madison. On May 30, 2020, I was requested to assist officers in the State Street corridor, assisting with a violent and aggressive crown. I was dressed in full military style uniform and had donned my .hard gear. I was briefed that the crowds in the area had been throwing projectiles at officers and gas had been used by officers to control the crowds. I was initially assigned at Fairchild and State Street to hold protesters back from accessing the State Street corridor. I was then requested to accompany other officers to walk down State Street and move the crowds. USE OF FORCE During this movement, I was on the front of the line, standing shoulder to shoulder with other officers. I had my wooden baton held in front of me and as I walked was yelling "Move back" and "Get back". As I was moving forward with other officers two individuals were not moving backwards, yelling at officers. I accessed my MRK-9 Oleoresin capsicum spray. I depressed the trigger in short 1-2 second bursts in the direction of these individuals two times. The individuals did move back from the police line and I discontinued the use of the MRK-9. NFA Detective A. Levett, 4959 Special Routing: Sgt. Tieu 1 OF 1 MAPD Case Supp 2020-00191347 Page 1 OF 1 Case Number; 2020-00191347. ORI: WI0130100. Page: 13 of 181 PO ORVIS - ACTIONS ON SCENE MADISON POLICE DEPARTMENT CASE# 2020•00191347 CASE REPORT SUPPLEMENT Special Routing: Sgt Tieu Narrative: . On 5/30/20 I was acting in my official capacity as a member of the Madison Police Department Special Events Team. I was wearing a full Madison l;'olice Department SET military uniform. I was initially assigned to assist with monitoring a protest which started on the Capitol grounds, along with other MPD SET personnel. I followed with the crowd as instructed by supervisors in the field. At one point we were put on stand-down mode at the City County Building and were advised that the march had come back to the Capitol. Shortly after, we were advised by SET personnel still in the field that a group of citizens were surrounding a State Patrol squad car that was trying to leave the area of the Capitol grounds by E. Washington Ave. Those SET units in the field did request assistance. I began to walk that way from the City County Building, as did other SET personnel who were on stand-down. As we approached, I could see a group of citizens near the officers. The officers on scene reported that the State . Patrol squad had left the area and that all SET officers could return to the City County Building. As we did, the group followed officers and yelled at us all the way back to the City County Building door on the Doty St side. We had to form a short line around the door, which allowed all the officers to get inside safely. Once we all fell back into the building and closed the door, I could hear the group on the other side begin to hit the other side of the door. I could still hear the crowd behind the door yelling. A short time later, we heard over the radio that the crowd was beginning to damage 'property in the area and were attempting to overturn a vehicle in the area. We received instructions from the command post to go to the Fairchild ramp and get suited up into our crowd control gear. This includes a helmet with face shield, gas mask, chest protector, shin guards, and protective gloves. I did don this gear. Within the SET team, I am a member of the grenadier team. I have received specialized training in the deployment o~ chemical munitions, including OC spray from the projecto jet and Mark 60 canisters, as well as CS gas from speed heat and tri canister grenades. I have also received training on the deployment of white and red smoke grenades. I have attended grenadier team trainings and have deployed these items during trainings. I did don my grenadier vest, which contained these items, and I also carried my projecto jet. When my platoon was dressed and ready, we were instructed to walk to State Street. We were receiving further information that further property damage was happening on State St. We walked north on Henry St, then east on Mifflin St, then north on Fairchild St to State St. We formed a line at that location and were given instructions to move forward dowri State St so that we could clear it of people. Note that several orders were given to the crowd to disperse. We were also given the approval from the command post to use chemical agents in accordance with our training to assist us dispersing the crowd as we felt necessary. As the line of officers started moving down State St, I took up a position just slightly behind the line. I observed individuals backing down State St as the line of officers moved forward. I could hear officers on the Hne ordering people to get back and move away. I did observe ihdividuals who would not move and 1 QF 3 MAPDCase Supp 2020-00191347 Page 1 OF 3 Case Number: 2020-00191347. ORI: WI0130100. Page: 14 of 181 MADISON POLICE DEPARTMENT CASE# 2020-00191347 CASE REPORT SUPPLEMENT REPOR1110 OFFICER REPOITTDATE RYAN ORVIS 06/01/2020 · would stand in a stationary position as the line of officers approached. Several of these individuals displayed signs of defiance to the police orders such as holding up their middle fingers or yelling at officers. In these cases l did deploy my projecto jet in their direction in an attempt to overcome their active resistance of police orders to back away. I would utilize one to three second bursts, depending on the amount of OC I felt I needed to utilize at that moment. As we moved down State St, l also made other observations related to the crowd's behavior. I could see that some people in the crowd were beginning to throw items at officers. I could see items such as water bottles and other objects being thrown towards the officers. I could hear the sounds of items hitting the pavement around me. At one point I saw a white male in front of the right side of the line begin to pick up metal patio chairs and begin to throw the chairs towards officers. I remember seeing the male pick up two chairs and throw them towards the line. B,oth chairs fell to the pavement in front of the line. Note that I was on the left side of the line. · The line of officers continued to move down State St. By the time we had reached the Lake St intersection, l had made multiple deployments of my projecto jet, and it had run it empty. We moved forward just past Lake St onto the Library Mall. We were then instructed to turn the line around and we began to move back up towards the Capitol Square. As we did I continued to see people in the crowd in front of us throwing . objects at the officers. l could see that people in the crowd had overturned concrete planters which were up on the sidewalks. I was hit several times by small _hard objects, and I was concerned that these were pieces of concrete from the planters. · At several points I did confer with Lt. Gary, who requested that I begin deploying my CS gas Speed heat and tri canister grenades. I did begin to deploy these grenades to disperse the crowds that were in front of the officers. I deployed the grenades by throwing them in an underhand manner. Before I threw the grenades, I found an open area in the crowd in front of me and attempted to throw the grenades to land at those locations in order to avoid directly hitting a person in the crowd. As we moved up State St I deployed two speed heat grenades and one tri chamber CS grenade. I also deployed a white smoke grenade in an attempt to disperse the crowds in front of us. At several times, I observed people In the crowd pick up the deployed speed heat and tri chamber canisters and attempt to throw them back towards the officers. As we continued to move, I did receive additional projecto jets. I attempted to utilize two projecto jets I had been provided, but found that there was very little gas inside of them and they emptied quickly. Our line of officers eventually reached the top of State St in the 100 block. The line of officers did stop there. We did receive additional ~upplies at that point, including a supply of Mark-60 OC canisters. Note that these canisters deploy a more direct stream of OC spray as compared to the projecto jet. I did take one of the Mark-60 canisters. At one point, I noted that people in the crowd in front of us had set up fencing that was in the area. They set it up to form a line in front of the line of officers. At one point I observed a male white begin to push part of the fencing forward towards the line of officers. I did deploy the Mark-60 towards the nose/eye area of this subject_in an attempt to stop his actions. I did utilize a burst of OC towards this subject that lasted approximately two seconds. After the deployment he did back away. 2 OF 3 MAPD case Supp 2020--00191347 Page 2 OF 3 Case Number: 2020-00191347. ORI: WI0130100. Page: 15 of 181 MADISON POLICE DEPARTMENT CASE# 2020-00191347 CASE REPORT SUPPLEMENT Rf POIITTIO OFFK:ER RfPORfDATio RYAN ORVIS 06/01/2020 I had no further uses of chemical munitions during this event. I estimate that the period of time when 1· utilized chemical munitions was from approximately 3:30pm to 8:00pm. I did stay in the 100 block of State St with my SET platoon until we were relieved by other officers. Please see other officers' reports reference this event. PO Ryan Oivis #3116 aas 3 OF 3 MAPD Case Supp2020-00191347 Page 3 OF 3 Case Number: 2020-00191347. ORI: WI0130100. Page: 16 of 181 PO GARCIA, R. - ACTIONS ON SCENE MADISON POLICE DEPARTMENT CASEJ 2020-00191347 CASE REPORT SUPPLEMENT REl'ORlllO OFFICER RUBEN GARCIA Special Routing: Sgt Tieu Narrative: On 05/30/20, I was working in my official capacity as a Police Officer for the City of Madison. At this time I was working as a Police Officer in my capacity as a Special Event Team (SET) member. At approximately 4:30 pm I was notified there were individuals breaking into the Goodman's Jewelry store on State St. in the city of Madison, Couhty of Dane. I was wearing my crowd control equipment at this time. Upon arriving on scene, officers made a push to clear the Individuals breaking into stores from the 100 block of State Street to the 700 block of State Street. During this, the command post authorized the use of gas due to the unrest and behavior of the violent crowd. Officers were targets of rocks, glass, bricks, water bottles, soda cans, and other projectiles. Along with this, the crowd frequently told officers holding the line they were going to kill them along with their families. A frequent quote was "the only good cop, is a dead cop." Upon reaching the 700 block of State Street, officers continued to walk back to the capitol. During this and I used my baton to block people, and direct them to continue walking towards the capitol. 1would lightly push them with my baton in their midsection area. One white/male in his mid to early 20s spit on my face. This· individual was never identified. I used my Mark9 and sprayed him. I was trained to use Mark 9 by the master trainers of the Madison Police Department. We continued to the 100 block of State Street. This is where I held my position for the rest of the night. While on the 100 block of State Street, officers again were targets of the aforementioned projectiles. Officers were encroached upon by numerous people and I deployed my Mark9. I deployed my Mark9 a total of approximately 4 times at a large number of people who were never identified. These groups of people refused to listen to officers' commands and threatened officers, often with the aforementioned phrase. In one instance a group of . people were struggling to gain control of a fence and an officer from a different agency was also there struggling with them. I believed the officer could have been injured if the fence fell on them. 1sprayed this group of individuals with my Mark9. I held my spot at the 100 block of State Street until I was relieved. No individuals in this report were identified. NFA PO R Garcia - 5561 aas 1 OF 1 MAPD Caso Supp 2020-00191347 Page 1 OF 1 Case Number: 2020-00191347. ORI: WI0130100. Page: 17 of 181 PO BARE - ARREST OF ROTH MADISON POLICE DEPARTMENT CASE# 2020-00191347 CASE REPORT SUPPLEMENT REPORniG OfflCER REPORTOAlE TRAVIS BARE 06/01/2020 ROUTING: LT BECKETT On June 2, 2020 in the early morning hours after midnight (unknown exact time) I was working as a member of the Madison Police Department (MPD) Special Events Team (SET) wearing me full MPD military style SET uniform, as well as my hard gear to include shin guards, forearm guards, chest protector, helmet, and gas mask. I was aware that a curfew restriction was issued by the Mayor restricting citizens from moving about in the vicinity of State Street arid other areas throughout the City, and the order was in effect as of 9:30pm on June 1, 2020. I was assigned to Lt. Gary's platoon, and was dispatched to respond to the area of State Street where it intersects with Lake St. to assist other officers moving in a line to clear State Street. As I approached I could see a line of officers moving down State Street toward Lake Street, and I could see a couple subjects not moving off the street out in front of the line of Officers. My team and I moved up and contacted a subject later identified as Caleb K. Roth·•• As I approached Caleb I could see both of his hands and did not see anything in his hands at that time. I was next to Detective Barcheski who I saw take hold of Roth's right arm/wrist area and I gave Roth instructions to lay down on the ground while I then also took hold of his right arin and Detective Bc1rcheski let go. Another officer had control of Roth's left arm, and once Roth was lying down on his stomach on the street, we brought his hands behind his back preparing to handcuff him. Prior to placing handcuffs on him, I removed his backpack, and then he was handcuffed and checked for fit and locked. After Roth was handcuffed, he was assisted to a standing position, and his person was searched incident to arrest as well as his backpack. While searching his backpack a wooden stick, resembling the handle only portion of a construction hammer, was located inside of his backpack. All his property was collected and turned over to transporting officers along with Roth. Roth remained cooperative while contacting him. NFA / jdi Report completed by PO Travis Bare, 4359 1 OF 1 MAPO Case Supp 2020-00191347 Page 1 OF 1 Case Number: 2020-00191347, ORI: WI0130100. Page: 18of181 PO VOGEL- 5-30/5-31 MADISON POLICE DEPARTMENT ~E# 2020-00191347 CASE REPORT SUPPLEMENT REPORT DATE ANTHONY VOGEL 06/02/2020 5/30/2020: On 5/30/2020 I was acting in my official capacity as a Police Officer for the city of Madison and I was wearing my Madison Police Department Special Events Team (SET) uniform. I was working in my capacity as a member of Madison Police Department SET. · · Due to the actions and behavior of the crowd, the decision was made by the Command Post to have. SET officers transition to hard gear. The Command Post then gave the order to have SET move the crowd from the State St area. As orders were given for the crowd to disperse, I assisted other SET officers in moving the crowd off of State St. As I was moving the crowd, I used my hands to push people away from the Police line as we moved from the 700 Block of State St towards the 100 Block. While at the 100 Block of State St around approximately 6:00pm, our SET Platoon was advised to hold our position. As we were holding our position, I observed a large crowd forming around us at the Capitol square overlooking State St. As I was holding my spot in line, a white mate wearing an American flag tank top began to work his way through the other protesters and towards our Police line. At this time, I observed what . appeared to be several protestors trying to hold this male back to prevent him from approaching our police line. As he approached me, I noticed that he tried to push through the police line at my location. As he attempted to push through at my location, I held up my department issued wood baton which I had already had displayed and the end of the baton that was in my left hand and positioned it near the upper part of his body. As he continued to move forward, I used my arms strength from my left and right arms to extend the baton out in a pushing motion and made contact with his upper chest and pushed him away from the police line. As we were continuing to hold our position on the 100 Block of State. I observed that several protestors had made their way over to the Capitol square in order to retrieve several construction fences and they then began to bring them over to the police line and were attempting to set them up around our position. As they were doing this, I recall several protestors yelling something to the effect of, "Pigs in a cage." Throughout the time we had spent on the 100 Block of State, I observed several projectiles that appeared to be water bottles or rocks coming towards our position. I then observed several protestors stand up the fence in an upright fashion and then began to push this fence towards officers. At this time, I removed my department issued OC spray and pointed it in the direction of these protestors and began to spray the OC spray to prevent them from pushing the fence into the police line. These uses of force were later reported to SGT Tieu. 5/31/2020: On 5/31/2020 I was operating in my official capacity as a Police Officer and I was assigned to the Madison Police Department Special Events Team (SET), I was also wearing my Madison Police Department SET t.Jniform. Due to the actions and behavior of the crowd, the decision was made by the Command Post for SET Officers to transition into hard gear and deploy SET officers to clear the crowd that had congregated around the 100 block of state St and surrounding areas of the capitol. When this decision was made, I took my place at the front of the police line and drew my department issued wood baton and held it in my left and right hand. I was then given the order to begin to move and push the crowd away from the area. At this time, I began to 1 OF 2 MAPD Case Supp 2020.00191347 Pago 1 OF 2 0ase Number: 2020-00191347. ORI: WI0130100. Page: 19 of181 MADISON POLICE DEPARTMENT CASE# 2020-00191347 CASE REPORT SUPPLEMENT REPORTJIG OFFICER REPORTDATE ANTHONY VOGEL 06/02/2020 .-,; :.' . .:- : ; ~·· I'•,' ·,:. ':._ :'.··.:.' .~OPPLEMl;NTAL NAR~TIVE_(cpn~i~~afi_o,r;i{' :, ''. ,:, ·, ·~·-·. ):<-\>. •/:\. ). .' ~. ' ~- ' ' ! r 1', • '. r • • , _, , , walk along with the line of police officers and began to give numerous commands to the effect of "move" and "go home" as the police line moved. As I was walking with the police line, a black male with white braids walked over to where I was positioned at the line. I observed this make walk towards the line as I continuously issued commands for him to move as the police lin~ walked towards the crowd. As I issued these commands, I observed this male walk 9ver to my area of the police line and get onto his knees and place his hands in the air and I heard him say something to the effect of "Hands up, Don't shoot." As he stated this, the line continued to move towards the crowd and he continued to ignore commands to move and go home. In order to prevent him from breaking the police line and exposing my back as well as the backs of several officers to this individual, I took my department issued baton and extended out in a pushing motion to keep him away from the police line. I delivered one thrust with the middle of my department issued baton and I kept my left and right hands on the baton as I did so. I then observed that this male fell onto his back and I continued to move forward with the Police Line and I believe other officers working behind the line made contact with this male and placed him into custody. I was never able to identify this male. This use of force was later reported to SGT Tieu. NFA/ jdl P.O. A. Vogel 5702 2 OF 2 MAPD Case Supp 2020-00191347 Page 2 OF 2 Case Number: 2020-0b191347. ORI: WI0130100. Page: 20 of 181 PO GARCIA~ ACTIONS ON SCENE MADISON POLICE DEPARTMENT CASE REPORT SUPPLEMENT REFOIITTIO OfflCER RUBEN GARCIA Reference#: 20-194274 Special Routing: Sgt Tieu Narrative: On 05/30/20, I was working in my official capacity as a Police Officer for the City of Madison. At this time l was working as a Police Officer in my capacity as a Special Event Team (SET) member. At approximately 9:30 pm I was notified there were individuals surrounding officers around the Capitol square, in the city of Madison, County of Dane. Thesa officers reported being targets of numerous projectiles. One officer also reported being struck in the face with a fist. At this time, I changed into my crowd control uniform. I was informed I was reporting to the Capitol square. The command post authorized the use of gas at this time due to the unruly and violent crowd. Officers were targets of projectiles being thrown. These objects included rocks, glass bottles, soda cans, and other objects. I was informed to push the crowd northbound on Wisconsin Ave. Protestors were notified of their unlawful gathering. Individuals refused to move from in front of the police line. These individual approached the line as well. When they approached the police line, I utilized my Mark9 and sprayed this group of people. I was trained by the master trainers of the Madison Police DepartmE;int how to use Mark9. I utilized my Mark9 multiple times as people were approaching the police line and refusing to leave the area. These people also were threatening· the Police. They were yelling that they wanted to kill the police and that "the only good cop, is a dead cop." Additionally, there were numerous fires set by protesters. Also, numerou~ stores were looted during this time. As I was in the area of University Ave and Lake St, a protester approached the police line. I was informed to attempt to arrest this subject as a member of an arrest team. As I approached this individual, a male/black in his early 20's, they squared up with me in a boxing stance. At this time, I deployed my Mark9 on this person. This person ran away. I continued to patrol the.streets until I was relieved of my duty. No persons were'identified during this situation. NFA PO R Garcia - 5561 aas 1 OF 1 MAPD Case Supp 2020,001~1347 Paga 1 OF 1 Case Number: 2020-00191347. ORI: WI0130100. Page: 21 of 181 PO SHEEHY - ACTIONS ON SCENE MADISON POLICE DEPARTMENT CASE# 2020-00191347 CASE REPORT SUPPLEMENT. !U'PORTIIO OfflCER !U'PORT DATE BRIAN SHEEHY 05/31/2020 Reference#: 20-194274 Routing: Sgt. Tieu Initial Information On 5/30/2020, I was off-duty on vacation. I was aware that there was a protest scheduled and a SET team members had been activated to work that event. During the afternoon and evening, I received several text messages and phone calls indicating that the situation had escalated and additional officers were needed. I was unable to respond as I was not in the area, but I monitored the situation by phone and read Computer Aided Dispatch notes and had some access to news articles. Through this and Department emails, I learned that the situation in Madison had turned violent, that a police vehicle had been shot with a firearm, that several officers were injured, that subjects threw projectiles and Molotov cocktails and the crowd was hostile and,assaultive. On 5/31/2020, I responded back to the MPD first thing in the morning and was assigned as a member of SET to work an expected protest for that night. When I was first deployed unto the streets with Lt. Zanders' platoon in the late afternoon, a crowd of approximately 150 people were marching down State St and chanting. As the crowd went past me, someone threw a full bottle of water that landed approximately six feet away from me. I-heard other officers also report that projectiles were thrown. Later that night, Lt. Zanders' platoon was advised that we were going to don our hard gear and stand down in our stand down area unless needed. While I was donning my hard gear, I was listening to the radio and heard officers advising that they were being surrounded by the crowd. I also heard officers calling for emergency backup. I and other officers rapidly donned our hard gear and responded on foot to Mifflin St just east of Wisconsin Ave where there was a large and animated crowd. We formed a line and I took position behind the line as consistent with my assignment as a grenadier. I was · equipped with a 'single shot 40mm launcher and various chemical and impact munitions. Eventually the decision was made to move the crowd back and we would begin advancing and I observed some officers use some aerosol chemicals to push the crowd back. We began moving outbound on Wisconsin Avenue. I observed that when munitions were used and we would move forward, the crowd would move back and break up somewhat, but as soon as we would pause, the crowd would coalesce and people would begin throwing objects including stones, water bottles and metal chemical munitions, canisters, both burning and expended. I was aware that multiple officers had been injured by items such as these the prior night and I was concerned this would happen again tonight. Less-Lethal Impact Munitions . As we continued to advance down Wisconsin Ave, I discussed witti Sgt. Ben Schwarz, who was my squad leader, about deployment of less-lethal impact munitions. Sgt. Schwarz advised that I was authorized to use ' those if I observed someone throw rocks, chemical munition or other hard objects at officers. We also observed while we were on Mifflin St, that subjects were picking up traffic barricades and approximately 15 foot long sections of metal fencing and we discussed that we could deploy impact munitions against individuals who were using those items to ram or injure officers. 1 OF 3. MAPP Case Supp 2020-00191347 Paga 1 OF 3 Case Number: 2020-00191347. ORI: WI0130100. Page: 22 of 181 MADISON POLICE DEPARTMENT CASS~ 2020-00191347 CASE REPORT SUPPLEMENT Rf PORTIIO OFFICER RfPORTDATE BRIAN SHEEHY 05131(2020 While we were advancing down Wisconsin Ave towards Langdon St, I observed a M/8 wearing what appeared to be a green and grey shirt throw rocks at officers on several occasions. Sgt. Schwarz told me that he had also observed that individual throw rocks and he advised that I should attempt to target him with an impact munition when given an opportunity; I know that a rock, chemical munition or other hard object can cause harm and I have personally been struck with and received injuries such as those. I've even seen officers rendered unconscious by impacts by those sorts of objects so I was concerned that these currently posed a significant threat of harm to officers on the line. I also know that the protective equipment limits our vision and ability to communicate and can make it harder to dodge or perceive those threats before being hit by them. At one point I observed the M/8 in the green and grey outfit stand in the middle of the street on Wisconsin Ave near Gilman St. He was isolated from the rest of the crowd and standing still. I fired one 40mm eXact iMpact Foam Baton Round aiming for his left thigh. I observed the round impacted the front of his left thigh. He reacted as though he was in pain and then retreated back into the crowd. I did not see him again. · Due to the large (approximately 100 person) crowd in his immediate vicinity that he had retreated into and that crowd had a hostile stance towards police, I was not able to provide any traditional aftercare for the subject such as offering him medical treatment or identifying or arresting him. After pushing the crowd back to Langdon St, we moved back to the Capitol to try to disengage from the crowd. I heard over the radio that subjects were lighting dumpsters on fire and I could observe from the Capitol a fire at Wisconsin and Langdon. This turned out to be a dumpster on fire. My platoon was directed to advance up Wisconsin Ave again and position ourselves between the fire and the crowd so that the Madison Fire Department could extinguish the flames. When we began to advance, I observed two individuals pushing a flaming dumpster downhill towards the advancing line of officers. This seemed to be a significant threat, both from a blunt force and a burn injury aspect. Sgt. Schwarz pointed this out to me as well as a target for a less-lethal munition if possible. I was able to fire a less-lethal foam baton at one of the two subjects pushing the dumpster, but I believe that round missed and went slightly (approximately six inches) to his right. I had targeted his thighs and it passed by him at thigh level. The subject I targeted with the foam baton round I believe was a M/W. As we continued to advance up Wisconsin towards Langdon St, I observed another dumpster being lit on fire. People also continued to periodically throw rocks, bottles and other hard objects at officers and I was personally struck with some of those items although I did not receive any significant Injuries. I did observe a M/8, who I believe was wearing a white shirt, throw some sort of hard object at officers. The officers in the line confirmed to me that they had seen him throw objects and pointed him out to me and described his clothing. As he appeared to intend to harm officers by throwing hard objects, I fired a foam baton round at him targeting his thighs. I believe that round hit him in this left or right thigh. He then retreated back into the crowd. OC Aerosol Use I was equipped with a Mark 9 canister containing OC. When our line of officers was moving back down Wisconsin Ave towards the Capitol, there were several white females and some other subjects who got in front of the line as though trying to impede it and they ignored officers' commands to disperse. I was yelling 2 OF 3 MAPD Casa Supp 2020-00191347 Paga 2 OP 3 Case Number: 2020-00191347. ORI: WI0130100. Page: 23 of 181 MADISON POLICE DEPARTMENT CAS~ 2020-00191347 CASE REPORT SUPPLEMENT REPOITTIIO OFFICER REPOITTDATE BRIAN SHEEHY 05/31/2020 at them to get back and I heard other officers giving them repeated command. Once that advancing line of officers got within approximately 10 feet of the crowd, the crowd continued to hold their ground and were yelling at and berating officers and gesturing angrily at them. I was concerned that if the crowd was not pushed back by OC spray, that they would be · involved in a physical confrontation with officers. Part of my grenadier training is to try to attempt to create space between the crowd and the officers so that a hands-on physical confrontation does not occur. These females were actively opposing our attempts to move back to the Capitol Square. I deployed short bursts of OC from my Mark 9 canister at them and they both moved back and left the area. Due to the dynamic and high risk situation with a large crowd behind us and hostile people to the west on Gilman St, I was not able to identify them and offer them to decontaminate or arrest them. I also used my Mark 9 OC at least one other time in the Wisconsin Ave area, but I do not recall the specific description of the persons I used it against. In each case, there were people who aggressively moved towards the line of officers distinguishing themselves from the crowd at large by coming within close proximity of the line where· I thought that they were possibly_going to actively resist or get dangerously close to officers where they could strike the officer. Chemical Agent Use The loud crowd control situation made it difficult to communicate effectively and I was not able to hear all . . the radio transmissions at all times. As we were initially pushing the crowd from Mifflin St to Langdon St down Wisconsin Ave, I observed several officers and Lt. Fiore use CS munitions. I had not heard at this point if it was authorized so I spoke to Lt. Fiore about it. He advised that I could use my CS grenades and Skat Shell launchable munitions and, specifically for the Skat Shell munitions, I should use them if I observed people throwing hard objects towards officers. As we advanced down Wisconsin Ave and later when we advanced down Langdon from Wisconsin Ave towards Frances St, I used a total of two or three CS Skat Shell munitions. In each case, our line of officers had to pause for various reasons and people.in the crowd then began throwing stones or burning our expended back at officers. I was concerned that these would obviously injure me or other officers and I deployed the Skat Shell munitions to move the crowd back and cause the perpetrators to cease their behavior. It was very effective and each time these were deployed, the crowd moved back to a safe distance. Also, at Wisconsin and Langdon during our push to assist with the multiple dumpster fires and other fires, I deployed one CS Triple-Chaser Grenade. In this instance, the crowd was defying officers' orders to move back and was coming closer and closer to officers, gathering in large groups and lighting multiple fires so I used this to disperse the crowd. See other officers' reports for further information. NFA PO Brian Sheehy 2794 kmt 3 OF3 MAPD Case Supp 2020-00191347 Page 3 OF 3 Case Number: 2020-00191347. ORI: WI0130100. Page: 24 of 181 PO H. ANDERSON - NONCONSENT STATEMENT MADISON POLICE DEPARTMENT CASEf 2020-00191347 CASE REPORT SUPPLEMENT Rf PORTJIO Off\'.:ER HANNAH ANDERSON It was brought to my attention that my non-consent statement was not included in my first supplemental report under this case number. It should be noted that I did not give Sidney Foster consent to threaten me· with acts of physical violence. · NFA PO HANNAH ANDERSON 5299 kmt 1 OF 1 MAPDCase Supp2020-00191347 Pago 1 OF 1 Case Number: 2020-00191347. ORI: WI0130100. Page: 25 of 181 DET BAKER - 5/29-5/30 ACTIONS ON SCENE MADISON POLICE DEPARTMENT CAm 2020-00191347 CASE REPORT SUPPLEMENT REPORT DATE 06/02/2020 ROUTE: SGT TIEU During the afternoon of 05/29/20 and into the early morning of 05/30/2020, I was deployed as a member of the MPb Special Events Team on State St and the surrounding areas to assist with protests and subsequent acts of civil disobedience and various criminal acts including the destruction of property, assaults on MPD officers, and burglaries and thefts from State St store fronts. During the late evening hours of 05/29/20 into the early morning hours of 05/30/2020, I was part of a final pus.h to attempt to move protestors and people resisting police orders down toward lower State St. During this time, I was briefly part of a static line across State S~ at Johnson St when I began taking projectiles along with other members of my squad. During this time, I was struck on the back of my right hand with a large jagged piece of concrete taken from a large planter that had been broken to pieces on State St. After this occurred, I observed what appeared to be a white male subject with his face concealed in a face covering throwing rocks and similar objects at me and my other teammates. I was also struck on the left arm just above the elbow with part of a mannequin in thisgeneral area which I perceived had been taken during the looting of businesses. A jagged edge did cause a scrape on my arm above my left forearm. As I continued to assist the final push down State St, I did encounter an unidentified black female subject who was standing in front of the police line and refusing to move after I ·gave her multiple directions as did other member of the SET team. I ultimately pushed this female subject back with the long end of my baton which I · had out in the crowd control ready position. It should be noted that this was not a baton strike or a jab and was a. push against her upper body with the long side of the baton to mov_e her backwards. As I was approaching State St and Henry St, there was a male subject who was standing in front of the police line and refusing orders to move. This subject ultimately turned his back to the police line and began pushing against the police line by walking backwards and using his back to push against Sl;T team members. I do recall that this occurred after OC spray had been delivered by another team member which was ineffective in motivating him to comply and move away from the police line. There were several SET team members that did physically engage with this subject and took him to the ground so he could be handcuffed and arrested. I assisted by holding this subject's lower legs, stabilizing them against the ground as he was in a prone position for handcuffing. I did this as this subject was actively resisting arrest and tensing his body and attempting to resist arrest and lawful police orders to comply. It should be noted that due to sustaining a piece of concrete to my right hand, I did experience pain, damaged skin, swelling and have subsequent pain in clenching my hand and making constricting movements or a fists and did document this injury with Sgt Ben Schwarz. NFA/kmc Det Roger Baker 2304 1 OF 1 MAPD Case Supp2020-00191347 Page 1 OF 1. Case Number: 2020-00191347. ORI: WI0130100. Page: 26 of 181 DET BARCHESKI ~ 5/30 ACTIONS ON SCENE MADISON POLICE DEPARTMENT CASE REPORT SUPPLEMENT REl'ORTOAl£ 06/02/2020 . On 05/30/2020 at approx\mately 2:00 P.M. I was assigned as a member of the City of Madison Police Department Special Events Team to assist in monitoring a protest that was occurring in the downtown Madison area. When I arrived on scene the group involved in the protest was marching Southbound on Williamson Street towards Blair Street. During this time I was on foot, dressed In fully military Madison SET police uniform, which included my Madison Police SET medic vest, and operating in my capacity as a sworn Madison Police Officer. · As I was arriving in the area I noted that multiple buildings had recently been spray painted. I observed that the Dane County Public Safety building had "No Justice No Peace" spray painted on the garage door, and a wall on the City County building had "Fuck 12" spray painted on the wall on the Carrol St. side of the buildirig. observed multiple other similar acts of vandalism on buildings in the area. While I was marching ahead of the large group of protestors there was a small contingent of people who appeared to be moving forward in order to confront police officers. These people were verbally confrontational, calling us racist, bastards, bitch and faggot amongst many other slurs. One woman in particular would come in very close proximity, within a foot or less, to multiple officer and would yell in a loud manner. There was also a person walking on the side of officers with a sign that read something to the effect that the only good cop was a dead cop. The large portion of the protestors made their way inbound on E. Washington Ave. to the Capital building where they gathered. During this time the large portion of the protestors were verbally communicating there message in an organized and peaceful fashion. There were, however, a smaller number of people who stayed towards the street area and verbally confronted officers directing taunts and insults at us. This was the man who referred to me as a "faggot." During this time the larger peaceful portion of the protest began to disassemble with the vast majority of protestors peacefully leaving the area. As the peaceful protestors left the area there were a contingent of subjects who continued to be verbally hostile towards officers and what appeared to be people who did not fully agree with their message. There was one particular black male subject on the Capital side of the Street where E. Washington Ave. ends at Pickney St., who was attempting to charge up any people around him. He made statements to the effect that the protest had not been enough, and was clearly intoning that no damage had been done as a result. · · I and other Officers attempted to distance ourselves from people who were clearly unhappy with law enforcement perE1onnel in an effort to not serve as a focal point to trigger any further confrontation. Shortly thereafter a Wisconsin State Trooper squad drove on S. Pinckney Street towards E. Wash\ngton Ave. A group of approximately 20 people then surrounded the State Patrol squad. I and other Madison Police officers placed ourselves between the state patrol squad and the protestors on all sides. During this time a woman was ·screaming In my face while another woman was screaming at me that this was what pain felt like. Protestors adamantly said we were not to touch them. There was a woman who had gotten on top of the State Patrol squad and was standing on it. We as a group attempted to move along with the squad and other officers were able to talk the woman off of the squad. The squad car left the area, and when it did, the officer became the focal point of the group's attention. We, as officers, noted that we had become .the focal point driving the behavior, and as such began rapidly walking back to the Central District Police Station to remove ourselves from the area in the hope that the group 1 OF4 MAPD Case Supp 2020-00191347 Page 1 OF 4 Case Number: 2020-00191347. ORI: WI0130100. Page: 27 of 181 MADISON POLICE DEPARTMENT CASU 2020~00191347 I • CASE REPORT SUPPLEMENT REPORTIIIG OFFi:ER REPOHTDATE MICHAEL BARCHESKI 06/02/2020 ;i\))i?r,;}'.}{i/\\''j:_;}S,((:\f;(,.';fi}};~_9f,~C'~~~~f1t'~8§~!t}v~ififfiftjy~f1i~.>)f)?':;)({}/;ht::;::;:::!';i:}J({iii;l/ would then deescalate themselves and leave the area. The group followed very closely behind us and a line of officers had to be formed to aid us into the building. When the door to the building was closed I could hear people on the outside pounding loudly on the doors to the City County building (Doty St.). I and others officer then stood by until such time that we began to hear that there were reports coming in of property damage occurring in the area. I specifically recall hearing dispatch say something similar to damage occurring in an area near the 911 center. At this time other officers were ordered to respond ·to the Fairchild parking garage to don hard gear. I, and other me_mbers of my squad, were unable to walk directly to the Fairchild garage as we feared an interaction with the group in the area. As such we were escorted by Dane County personnel through the underground tunnels so that we were able to exit at the corner of S. Hamilton St. near Fairchild St and walk directly to the Fairchild parking garage. Upon arrival at the parking garage I removed my SET medic vest at the direction of others on scene and donned my SET grenadier vest and hard gear as directed by the command post. This included my gas mask, helmet, shin protectors and arm protectors. I then gathered my protecto jet and entered the SET van for . transport. During this time dispatch was giving updates of the groups actions, which included breaking into the jewelry shop in the 200 Block of State St. · · f and other members of SET, at approximately 5:30 P.M., were then transported to the 200 block of State Street where we formed a line. As we did so a group of protestors also formed a line in front of us across State St. facing EB. We stood by as the command post directed verbal orders to be given to the group declaring the gathering as an unlawful demonstration and that they should now leave the area. The command post authorized the use of chemical munitions to disperse the crowd were they to not leave the area. The group stood fast in the area actively ignoring verbal orders to disperse. The SET personnel on scene began to move forward in a line to disperse the crowd in accordance with our training. As the SET officers, including myself, moved forward we were in a line across State St dress in full military style Madison Police uniform and hard gear. It was clear that we were identifiable as police officers as it was announced as such and others in the area were beginning to photograph and video the incident as it occurred. The police line continued moving forward to disperse the crowd and the crowd continued to stand fast not dispersing as ordered. Many subject did place their hands up at this time, however still did not disperse. I observed that as the line moved forward, and the protest line stood fast, that another grenadier from the platoon dispersed chemical munitions and that the group continued to stand fast. As the police line continued to move forward and the protesters continued to refuse the lawful orders to disperse, in conjunction with loud verbal orders from me to disperse, I released chemical agents from my protecto jet in a controlled fashion towards the group In a short burst, as Is consistent with my training, to aid in dispersing the crowd. I and other officers continued to attempt to clear the State St. area In such a fashion to the 600/ mid 700 block of State St. As we moved forward I continued to give loud verbal orders for people to leave the area and or to get back. The protestors would move away from us as chemical munitions were released by myself or other officers, but then move back in front of us and regroup. There was also more than one group that was forming, both at the top of State St near State St. and Carroll St in which someone began to erect temporary fencing, and others elsewhere. As we moved as line of officers multiple people were verbally taunting officers and then began throwing items at officers. I verbally announced on the radio when some items were being thrown as projectiles at officers. I personally recall water bottles, rocks, water jugs and patio furniture being 2 OF 4 MAPD Case Supp 2020-00191347 Page 2 OF 4 Case Number: 2020-00191347. ORI: WI0130100·. Page: 28 of 181 MADISON POLICE DEPARTMENT CASE#' 2020-00191347 CASE REPORT SUPPLEMENT REPORltlG OFFICER REPORTDATE MICHAEL BARCHESKI 06/02/2020 c::,:5?:.~\f?G.'{'.Gf/::t{}>:::t>/)f:>~Pre~:~M§·A:t~tHi~ij.]v~JJp·~Mw❖.'~t1 ~Ht'\'.:::,t<i(::}>1X\\f:s\':l:(§:'.):? thrown at officers. I, personally, was struck at least .two times, but possibly more, in the head/ helmet area with what I believed were rocks. As I and other officers continued moving, the crowd would disperse and then regroup. I only released chemical munitions from my protecto jet in order to disperse the crowd as it formed more tightly, approached the police line or became more aggressive. I also took note that multiple instances of property damage were occurring in the area with windows on multiple State Street businesses being broken and items taken from within. I specifically recall a mannequin being thrown about from what I believed to be the Under Armour store and multiple hangars on the ground from what appeared to be Ragstock. There were times when the crowd became dense enough that I had to utilize my chemical grenades to disperse the crowds. In these instances I deployed them in accordance with my training, attempting to throw the projectile into an area that the agent would disperse the crowd creating the disturbance b_ut that the projectile itself would not strike a person. These appeared to be more successful in dispersing portions of the group for a larger portion of time than the protecto jet spray. I also noted that we were limited in the amount of munitions that we had reference the protecto jet spray and only utilized it when necessary to disperse the crowd, but ran empty on at least two occasions. There were several occasions when a chemical projectile was deployed and a protester threw it back at officers. I attempted to kick the projectile back forward, and on one occasion of this experienced pain in my right 2nd toe as a result of this.· · I and other officers were directed multiple times to clear State St from the upper State St. area to the lower State Street area. At one point I believe Dispatch mentioned a fire occurring in the 400 Block of State St. area. Eventually the members of my unit cleared back towards the 100 and 200 blocks of State Street where the protesters stood fast in the area near Dayton Street facing us and repeatedly taunting and insulting us. There were subjects that would approach directly in front of the line and stare at individual officers in an intimidating fashion. Large planters were being turned over and rocks removed from within them to use as projectiles to throw at us. Water bottles were being thrown at officers in random intervals, and we had very little chemical agents left to disperse the crowd. · On at least one occasion that I can recall I recall a female approaching towards the line of officers in such a fashion that I felt it necessary to deploy my personally issued OC spray. It should be noted that, to my recollection, I have not had to disperse in the field before since beginning with MPD in 2009. One woman, and I believe it was the same one, took out their own chemical munition (likely OC) and sprayed me. This had no effect as I was wearing a gas mask at the time. I and other Officers continued to hold this line until such time that we received supplemental muniti.ons and support. As we stood by I observed that a large portion of the group began focusing their attention on the Overture building or the art museum next to it. It appeared as if they were trying to break the window and did appear as if access was made at one point. I recall a person riding up on a bicycle to the line carrying a decorative bowl and handing it to me. It seemed to me as if this person was indicating the bowl came from the Overture building or the museum. · Just as officers were arriving in the area with supplemental chemical munitions someone from the protesting group set off fireworks on the ground near the front line of the group and officers. This partially dispersed the group and I then moved forwards on Dayton St. ordering people to move or get back to allow the vehicle 3 OF 4 MAPD Case Supp 2020-00191347 Page 3 OF 4 Case Number: 2020-001,91347. ORI: WI0130100. Page: 29 of 181 MADISON POLICE DEPARTMENT CASE:i 2020-00191347 CASE REPORT SUPPLEMENT Rf POIITJIIG Offi:ER REPOITTDAl! MICHAEL BARCHESKI. 06/02/2020 through. I later continued assisting in clearing the State St. area of personnel in a similar fashion. There were several times when I felt that the group was either too close, or that I felt that chemical munitions were not warranted, that the line of officers continued to move forward. There were subjects who I was giving loud verbal orders to get back and order to disperse the area. In instances such as this that subjects did not move back, and I did not feel chemical agents were warranted, I either held out my right hand In front of me or my left forearm in front of me to push the person back and away from the line while giving orders to get back. During the course of the night I arid others officers were subjected to repeated verbal harassments including multiple instances of "Fuck 12" or "Fuck the police." I and other officers were also subjected to physical items being thrown at us including rocks, water bottles and furniture. There was a squad car which a rifle was stolen from and the squad car was then set afire. I and other officers were in the area for multiple hours without any chance for a stand down or break between trying to quell these disturbances. Near the end of the night I began having a hoarse voice due. to the repeated verbal commands I was giving throughout the night. As crowds began to disperse I was stationed at the intersection of Gorham St. at State St. As people approached I indicated that State St. was closed and they should proceed elsewhere. Multiple people that were turned away gave continued verbal taunts as they left the area. Once a sufficient level of supportive personnel arrived from multiple outside police agencies I was given the authorization to clear from the area to finish my shift and decontaminate. NFI Detective M. Barcheski #4358 Please route.to: Self, Sgt. Tieu 4 OF4 MAPP Case Supp 2020--00181347 Page 4 OF 4 Case Number: 2020-00191347, ORI: WI0130100, Page: 30 of 181 CASE~ 2020~00191347 CASE REPORT SUPPLEMENT llEPORlJIO OFFICER llEPORT OAlE KELLY DOUGHERTY 06/02/2020 BACKGROUND INFORMATION: On June 1, 2020, I was working for the City of Madison as a detective. I was assigned to work the arrest processing center at the East District. I was wearing full traditional police uniform. CONTACT WITH KELLI A. MULROONEY: On June 2, 2020, at about 1 ~ ~ I e p h o n e contact with She is the grandmother and guardian o - s a juvenile and had been arrested during the protests/riots in the State Street area. I calle~nd explained to h e ~ a d been a ~ d asked heweme. and pick her up, as we did no~o take her to J R C . ~ speak withllllll9'grandfathe-.i,vhere I explained the same thing. They both arrived to the East District to pick u p - I verbally identifie~I again explained the situation. Detective Dyhr brought-to-nd expl~e citations whic~as receiving to both of them. as released to the custody.c4lllllrt 12:37a.m. This concluded my contact witlll/llllll. NO FURTHER INFORMATION Detective Kelly Dougherty 4193 1 OF 1 MAPD Case Supp 2020,00191347 Page 1 Of 1 Case Number: 2020·00191347. ORI: WI0130100. Page: 31 of 181 INV HORNUNG - 5/30-5/31 ACTIONS ON SCENE MADISON POLICE DEPARTMENT CASE# 2020-00191347 CASE REPORT SUPPLEMENT REPORTIIG OfflCER ANTHONY HORNUNG Special routing: Sgt. Tieu Narrative: On 5/30/20, I was dressed in full MPD Special Events Team (SET) uniform, operating in my official capacity as an Investigator for the City of Madison Police Department. I am also assigned as a grenadier on the SET team. At approximately 8:30PM, I arrived downtown to assist with a protest which had turned violent. While I was not present for the initial protest, I was aware that the protests had turned violent, and people had begun to riot. I was aware that extensive property damage, and looting, had occurred in, and .around, the State St area. I was · also aware that the crowd had been throwing projectiles at Police Officers. I was also aware that multiple police vehicles had been damaged, or set on fire. · I then donned full hard gear consistent with my assignment as a grenadier on the SET team. I also grabbed a MK-9 canister of OC spray, as well as a Protecto jet, which also contains OC spray. I was then assigned to Lt. John Radovan's platoon. Lt. Radovan indicated that we were needed to respond to the intersection of S. Fairchild and W. Mifflin, for a UWPD squad car that was being damaged. Upon arrival to that location, I observed a crowd of approximately 50 people in the intersection, and surrounding areas. I did not observe anybody actively damaging the squad car, but I did notice significant damage to the squad car. At this point in time, we formed a line across W. Mifflin St (southwest side of the intersection), in front of the squad car. We maintained this position until the damaged squad car could be towed. The crowd was clearly agitated and upset, and was chanting and yelling at officers. While I can't remember direct quotes, a number of individuals were using profane and obscene language, which· was clearly directed at officers. As time went on, a portion of the crowd started to approach us, and came within a few feet of us. A number of these individuals continued to yell at us, and some of them were also video recording us. At one point, a number of individuals sat down in the roadway, and continued to yell at us. . Once the damaged squad car had been towed, we withdrew from our current position and began moving towards the area of State Street to assist with addressing other issues. As we began to move towards N. Henry St, the crowd immediately started to.follow us. As we continued to move towards N. Henry St, a water bottle was thrown at us, which landed on the ground near us. The crowd continued to grow in size, and I would estimate the crowd was around .100 people as we moved onto N. Henry St, towards State St. As we were moving towards State St, the crowd continued to follow us, and were starting to become more aggressive. The crowd continued to yell at us as they followed us, and at one point, the front of the crowd was within a few of us. While moving down N. Henry St, towards State St, we were walking backwards so we would face the crowd. I heard officers repeatedly tell the crowd to back up, but this did not seem to deter them as · they continued to follow us and close the gap between us and them. At this point in time, Lt. Radovan authorized me to use my Protecto jet, to move the crowd back. I then heard Lt. Radovan tell the crowd multiple times that they needed to move back, or they would be sprayed with OC. Again, this did not seem to de.ter the crowd, as they continued to follow us at a very close distance (within a foot or two). At this point in time,. I decided to utilize my Protecto jet in an attempt to move the crowd back, and create space for officers. Given how close the crowd was, and what had already transpired up this point, I felt the situation was becoming more and more unsafe for officers. 1 OF 2 MAPP Caso Supp 2020·00191347 Pago 1 OF 2 Case Number: 2020-00191347. ORI: WI0130100. Page: 32 of 181 MADISON POLICE DEPARTMENT CAsc., 2020-00191347 CASE REPORT SUPPLEMENT REPOIITTIG OFFICER REPOITTDATE ANTHONY HORNUNG 06/02/2020 I then utilized the Protecto jet, in a manner consistent with my training, and sprayed the approximate middle of the front of crowd. I used an approximate 1 second burst of OC spray, which immediately dispersed the majority of the crowd. A small number of individuals continued to follow us, but at a much larger distance than before. Given the totality of the circumstances, what had already transpired up this point, and the fact that we needed to move quickly to the State St area, decontamination efforts were not feasible at this time. We then made contact with other officers at State St and W. Johnson, who had formed a line across State St. We then proceeded to move down State St, where we met up with other officers at State St and W. Gorham St. At this point in time, officers forml;ld a line across State St, blocking off access to the upper State St area. While at this location, Lt. Radovan advised the plan was to clear State St, and to move the crowd towards the 700 block of State St. Lt. Radovan again advised I was authorized to use the Protecto jet in order to move the crowd back. While in a line formation, we began to move down State St. As we were moving down State St, I heard officers around me giving the crowd repeated commands to move back. I was also frequently giving the crowd commands to move back as well. During the push from the 400 block of State St, to the 700 block of State St, I utilized my Protecto jet, in a manner consistent with my training, to spray the crowd with OC (approximate 1 second bursts) approximately 3-5 times when the crowd was actively defying officer's orders to move back. Again, given the totality of the circumstances, and the immediate need to clear State St, decontamination efforts were not feasible at this time. During the movement down State St, portions of the crowd continued to yell at us, and a number of individuals continued to direct profane language at us. There were also water bottles, and other projectiles, thrown at us on multiple occasions. While I could not see what th_e other projectiles were, I could hear them hitting the ground around us. I also observed significant damage to numerous businesses on State St. After moving the crowd past Lake St, Lt. Radovan advised us to move back to State St and Lake St. Officers then maintained a presence at this intersection until we were dismissed by SET command at approximately 3:45AM. I estimate that all of my OC spray deployments occurred between 9:30PM and 11 :30PM. Please see other officer's reports for further details. NFA · Completed by Inv. Anthony J. Hornung-3816 2 OF 2 MAPD Case Supp 2020-00191347 Page 2 OF 2 Case Number: 2020-00191347. ORI: WI0130100. Page: 33 of 181 LT BECKETT - CALEB ROTH - PROPERTY MADISON POLICE DEPARTMENT CASE!l 2020-00191347 CASE REPORT SUPPLEMENT REPOR11l0 OfflCER KELLY BECKETT 06/02/2020 ATTACHMENTS: Photo of Headphones Photo of wooden stick CASE NARRATIVE: On 6/2/20 I was working in my official capacity as one of the supervisors in the arrest prqcessing center. While working in this capacity, Caleb K. Roth was arrested and transported to East PD. While going through his property, I noted that he had noise isolating ear buds from Walgreens that were still in his possession and located in his backpack. I toqk possession of those headphones because I believed them to be stolen from Walgreens during the looting in the State Street area. I property tagged that item under MPD tag number 456605 and placed it in locker #17 in the East Police District property room. Roth was also in possession of a light brown wooden stick or club that appeared consistent based on my professional training and experience with some type of burglarious tool. I took possession of this tool as well and property tagged it as evidence under tag #45660_6 and also placed it in locker #17 in case during the course of further investigation, Roth was observed on surveillance video utilizing that tool to damage property. Prior to Roth's release, I explained that I was maintaining that wooden stick as evidence and that if it was later determined to not have been used in the commission of a crime that he could get the stick back from the MPD property room. Roth stated that he understood this and was released from the East Police District. I took photos of the items I seized from Roth and attached copies of these photos of this report. End of report. Lt. Kelly Beckett, 3784 1 OF1 MAPD Case Supp 2020-00191347 Page 1 OF 1 Case Number: 2020-00191347, ORI: WI0130100. Page: 34 of 181 DET BARCHESKI - 5/31 ACTIONS ON SCENE MADISON POLICE DEPARTMENT CASEf 2020-00191347 CASE REPORT SUPPLEMENT IU'PORTIIG OFFlCER IU'PORTOA'IE MICHAEL BARCHESKI 06/02/2020 On 05/31/2020 I was serving in my capacity as a member of the City of Madison Police Department Special Events Team. I and other officers from my platoon were dressed in full military style Madison Police SET uniforms and operating in our capacity as sworn Madison Police officers. I and other members from my squad were assigned to monitor the 400 block of State St. reference protests in the area as there had been a large amount of property damage and disturbances that had occurred in the same area the previous evening. I and the other officers from my unit were dressed in soft uniforms at this time and did engage with people who were willing to speak with us. We did not confront anyone from the march as the progressed up and down State St., and even tucked back into building entryways so as to not be viewed as a confrontation or appearing to disrupt their demonstration in anyway. Despite this, as the evening progressed, the group grew and a small portion of the group began to verbally taunt us as they walked by. The march would chant for us to take off our masks (preventative due to COVID-19) and March with them. Others asked when the curfew was and, when told, would challenge it in a manner which was indicative that it would not be followe.d. Still others, as the night progressed, marched more closely to us on the sidewalk and stared us down, turning their heads at us as they walked, in a confrontational manner. . · I had been aware that a 9:30 curfew was implemented by_ the Mayor of the City of Madison. As subjects were still observed in the area after 9:30 P.M. I and other officers advised them of such and that the curfew was now in effect. This did not include the marchers as they were near the. Capital square at the time. I then heard officers in the area of the Capital square indicating that one of their officers had been assaulted. heard other officers indicate that they needed further assistance in the area. I heard that other units in the area had been ordered to dress into hard gear and respo_nd to the area, and then my unit was given similar o~e~ · · I then dressed in my Madison Police Department SET hard gear. I donned my gas mask as well as my helmet. · The previous evening I was subject to having projectiles thrown at me and was hit with what I believe were rocks. I then responded with my assigned unit to Mifflin Street to the West of Wisconsin Ave. where a line had ·been formed by officers facing a group of individuals east of them on Mifflin St near Wisconsin Ave, I also was cognizant thatthere were individuals behind us ·and to our flanks, though they did not appear to be the larger majority of the group. There were multiple law enforcement agencies associated with this line of officers and were joined from personnel from the National Guard. The scene was tense anhe time and I heard units being advised to come behind the line of officers and give verbal directives that the group was being declared as unlawful and should disperse. Once these directives were given the line of officers, including I, moved forwards to disperse the crowd. A large portion of the crowd began to disperse, but there were multiple subject that did not. I was aware of the subject that were too close to our line as we approached and either refusing orders to disperse, including loud verbal orders from me, or walking forward towards our line. During some of these incidents I did find it necessary to deploy OC spray from my protecto jet as was cohsi\'>tent with my training, directed in the area of those refusing orders to leave or approaching a line of clearly visible officers in a manner and in short bursts. I only did so in instances where subjects were clearly refusing to comply with the order to disperse or approaching the line of officers as I had no idea of their intent were they to be able to close the gap between themselves and the line of officers. 1 OF 2 MAPD Case Supp 2020-00191347 Page 1 OF 2 Case Number: 2020-00191347. ORI: WI0130100. Page: 35 of 181 MADISON POLICE DEPARTMENT CASEJ 2020-00191347 CASE REPORT SUPPLEMENT RfPORTIIG OFFICER RfPOIITOATE MICHAEL BARCHESKI 06/02/2020 I then continued with the line of officers ordering subjects to disperse the area on Wisconsin Ave to Langdon St. During this time officers were subjected to projectiles being thrown at them, to include what appeared to be ro.cks and some type of glass. I do not recall being personally struck in any fashion that harmed me that evening. I and the line of officers then moved back to Wisconsin Ave at Mifflin St where we stood by until such · time that it appeared as if a fire was being set in a dumpster approximately two blocks to the West or North of our Location up Wisconsin Ave. We progressed our line forward and were met with multiple hostile taunts as we did so. I do' not specifically recall if I had to utilize my protecto jet during this push towards the fires to disperse the crowd, as there was another officer utilizing a projected means to disperse gas or oc and it was having a better effect at dispersing the crowd. 1·may have utilized the protecto jet to disperse the crowd as we progressed towards Langdon St, though I do not specifically recall if I did so or not. If I did it would have been in response to the crowd refusing orders to disperse or coming closer to the line of officers as fires were being set in front of us: I also noted that after a fire was set in a dumpster the dumpster was rolled downhill in the same direction of where the line of officers was. I took noted that when the group was in the area of Wisconsin Ave near Gilman St and or near Langdon St. that there were several sport type motorcycles that appeared to be associated with the group. I also observed that there was a vehicle that appeared to be bring supplies t the group as the progressed forward, and advised on the radio of such. I then continued walking forward with the line of officers ordering people to disperse or to get back. I observed that as we progressed West Bound on Langdon St. that multiple fires were being set in garbage cans or dumpsters and that standing kiosks, some of which were close to vehicles. I did not disperse any munitions during this time as the group was dispersed by-more effective oc or gas munitions that were directed in the area of the group that appeared to be causing the disturbances and or setting the fires. I continued assisting in monitoring the area in an effort to cease the negative behaviors which were occurring in the area, which included continued property damage in the area by a smaller number of individuals moving throughout the State St corridor until such time that I was released. NFI Detective M. Barcheski #4358 Please route to: Self, Sgt. Tieu 2 OF 2 MAPP Case supp 2020-00191347 Page 2 OF 2 Case Number: 2020-00191347. ORI: WI0130100, Page: 36 of 181 PO HAMMIL - ACTIONS ON STATE STREET MADISON POLICE DEPARTMENT CASE# 2020~00191347 CASE REPORT SUPPLEMENT REPORTIIO OF~ER TYLER HAMMIL ROUTING: SELF/ SGT TIEU OFFICER NARRATIVE: Officer Information On 5/30/2020, I was working special duty at a· protest in downtown near the capitol building in the city of Madison. I was wearing full military-style uniform and operating under my official duties as a City of Madison police officer. · Initial Information After approximately 4:30 p.m. on 5/30/2020, I was inside the City-County Building when I was informed that individuals on State St were attempting to break the glass fronts on multiple businesses including the Goodman's jewelry store. At this time, I was informed that members of the Special Events Team were going to be putting on crowd control gear and ordering individuals off of the State St area. Actions on State St I arrived on State St with my squad under the authority of Sgt Crose. I overheard announcements made that this was an unlawful assembly and ordering all individuals to cease the assembly. I personally yelled things similar to, "Go home," and, "Leave the area." I was then ordered to march forward in order to assist in clearing the street. Near the 100 block of State St, a number of individuals approached the police line and refused to move. These individuals were pushed back in a manner consistent with my training in the Special Events Team. J kept two hands on my wooden baton and extended my arms in a manner to push them further back. These individuals were pushed on the front chest area of their body or the upper arm if they were turned sideways. At no point were any strikes administered to these individuals. These same individuals were yelling things similar to, "Fuck you." These individuals were also standing in front of other individuals who were throwing projectiles at the police including rocks, bottles, and other objects. Throughout my march down State St, I continued to order individuals to leave the area. At multiple points, metal chairs were being thrown at the police. At this point, I began to deploy my MK9 at individuals were displaying activity of violence and refusing to leave the area, Once near the end of State St, I was brought off the front lines as I was experiencing heat exhaustion. Please see other officers' reports for additional information. NFNcmb .PO HAMMIL 5516 1 OF 1 MAPP Case Supp 2020-00191347 Page 1 OF 1 Case Number: 2020-00191347. ORI; WI0130100. Page; 37 of 181 PO RIVERA, A - 5-31 ACTIONS ON SCENE MADISON POLICE DEPARTMENT CASE# 2020-00191347 CASE REPORT SUPPLEMENT On 5-31-2020, I was in full MPD Special Events Team hard gear uniform serving as a SET Medic. While stationary at State Street and Lake Street, a subject was causing damage to windows of a.local establishment when the directive was given to push forward across Lake Street, heading West. As I was moving on line with the rest of the element, one subject, who was a black male wearing an olive drab color denim jacket and whlte jeans, turned away from the element and refused to move West was given at least three commands to move back. I attempted to move the subject by placing my baton across his back and pushed him forward. I had to do this a second time while simultaneously giving commands for the subject to move back. The subject then turned and faced myself and Det. J. Johnson, at which point he was given numerous commands to move back. The subject stated, "you want to do this, you want to do this," at which point he pulled up his pants and squared up as if he was going to fight. Utilizing my SET-issued MK9, I delivered two bursts to the subject's fac~ and gave him commands to move back. The MK9 proved to be effective and the subject moved across the street, where he was incapacitated by the MK9. Th~ subject was provided water and milk a short time later to assist with the burning sensation he was experiencing. NFA PO A. Rivera 534T brn 1 OF 1 MAPD Caso Supp 2020-00191347 Page 1 OF 1 Case Number: 2020-00191347. ORI: WI0130100. Page: 38 of 181 PO COSTIN - ARREST OF JEREMEE BOIMA MADISON POLICE DEPARTMENT CASc# 2020-00191347 CASE REPORT SUPPLEMENT REPORTIIO OFFICER REPORTDA1E KEVIN COSTIN 06/02/2020 Officer Information On 6/1/20, I was working In my official capacity as a police officer for the City of Madison assigned to the Special Events Team (SET) working the Justice for George Protest in the Central District. I was wearing my full Madison police military uniform and later donned crowd control hard gear. I was assigned to a mobile SET platoon led by Sgt K. Tieu and Lieutenant J. Gary. Initial Information On 6/2/20 around approximately 2:00am, our mobile SET platoon was sent to the area of Fontana Sports located at 216 N Henry St with the objective of arresting a subject involved in causing property damage. The command post directive was provided by Cpt. T. Patton and subject was described as a black male wearing a red shirt, carrying a 2x4. Arrest Upon arrival, Sgt Tieu spotted the subject matching the description p~ovided at the intersection of State St and W Johnson St. The subject was later identified as 19 year old Jeremee V Baima, male black, date of birth As I approached, Jereinee immediately took off in a sprint and I pursued him on foot. Jeremee e to start running eastbound on W Joh'nson St, but mistakenly circled back toward State St and awaiting officers. Officer M. Gulden sprayed Jeremee with MK 9 OC spray, causing him to stumble and fall to the pavement. I assisted with stabilizing Jeremee on the ground holding his left shoulder down with my knee. I noticed Jeremee's left arm was tucked underneath his body and ordered Jeremee to give me his arm, which he then complied. Officer Pine then placed Jeremee into handcuffs. I assisted with getting Jeremee back onto his feet and asked if he was injured. Jeremee did not report any injuries. I searched Jeremee incident to arrest and located a silver James pocketknife in his right pocket. I was unable to search Jeremee further as he quickly became uncooperative. While trying to escort Jeremee to a squad car by holding his arm, he complained saying, "stop pushing me". Given the fact Jeremee had already fled once from police, I told him I wasn't letting go of him and said "let's go" while pulling him toward the squad car. Jeremee began to actively resist by planting his feet and pulling away from me. Jeremee was quickly picked up off the ground by a group of officers and placed into the back of the squad car. Jeremee was then transported to the Dane County Jail for charges of criminal damage to property, resisting arrest, and curfew. · I checked Fontana Sports to see if they sold the pocketknife in Jeremee's possession and I did not locate it. However, the store was completely trashed, which made that task difficult. I property tagged Jeremee's knife for safekeeping at the Central District (locker CPD40) under tag #456567. NFA PO K. Costin 5089 brn 1 OF 1 MAPD Casa supp 2020-00191347 Page 1 Of 1 
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